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To simulate zero-gravity in ground-testing, one may analyze a system of counter-balanced pendulums made up of two identical bobs which are tied to the ends of an inextensible string and are suspended from two pulleys separated by a certain distance. With this diskette you will explore the dynamics of counter-balanced pendulums when only one bob is swung, while the other is allowed to move vertically. There are two basic modules. One is the in-situ integration by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme with a tolerance check. Although there is a restriction on the choice of initial angles, you may integrate the motion as long as you please. The other module is a theoretical analysis for small and large times to deduce qualitative dynamical behavior. We have discovered an asymptotic invariant of motion which is defined analogous to the action of standard pendulum.
This diskette was prepared in the Structural Vibration Branch, Structures & Dynamics Division, Flight Dynamics Laboratory, AF Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433. The work reported herein was performed under the work unit 2304N113, Nonlinear Dynamics, during the period of December 1985 to January 1986.

To the best of our knowledge, the presentation of a TR in the form of software that one can run on a Z-100 desktop computer has never been attempted. Although a TR is traditionally a standard 8-1/2x11 printed document, we believe this way of communicating technical information is more effective because the reader can

(1) observe the actual evolution of dynamical processes,

(2) choose the initial data and time-range of interest,

(3) and visualize dynamics better through animation than by words.

The author wishes to thank Dansen Brown, Lt Bob Canfield, and Arnel Pacia (Chairman) for their conscientious review of this diskette.

Direct request for TR disk to:

Jon Lee, AFWAL/FIBG,
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433.
Tel: (513) 255-5229.
HOW TO START

If you see two disk drives in front of the Z-100 desktop computer, then follow the procedure A. On the other hand, if you see only one disk drive, you probably have the Winchester disk system, so follow the procedure B.

Procedure A:

(1) Insert the TR disk into the top drive (A drive).
(2) Turn on the power switch (on the back).
(3) After 30 seconds of the disk access light glowing and whirring, you will be presented with the screen like Figure 1.
(4) Proceed at your own pace by responding to the prompt Press any key to continue. You will always return to the main menu (Figure 2).

Procedure B:

(1) Insert the TR disk into the disk drive.
(2) Turn on the power switch (on the back).
(3) Press the [CTRL] and [RESET] keys simultaneously. Then, immediately, press the [DELETE] key, while the disk access light is still glowing. The screen will then display;

Boot Abort

(4) Press the [B] key. The screen will display;

Boot

(5) Then press [F1] key and [RETURN].
(6) After 30 seconds of the disk access light glowing and whirring, you will be presented with the screen like Figure 1.
(7) Proceed at your own pace by responding to the prompt Press any key to continue. You will always return to the main menu (Figure 2).
Figure 1. Congratulations! You have correctly entered into the program disk. Proceed at your own pace by responding to the prompt "press any key to continue".
Figure 2. This is the main menu in the form of Table of Contents. Note the run time estimates when applicable. Allow about 15 minutes for a casual viewing of the entire TR disk.
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